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Abstract Aerobic granular sludge (AGS) technology has been extensively studied recently to improve

sludge settling and behaviour in activated sludge systems. The main advantage is that aerobic granular

sludge (AGS) can settle very fast in a reactor or clarifier because AGS is compact and has strong structure.

It also has good settleability and a high capacity for biomass retention. Several experimental works have

been conducted in this study to observe the settling behaviours of AGS. The study thus has two aims: (1) to

compare the settling profile of AGS with other sludge flocs and (2) to observe the influence of mechanical

mixing and design of the reactor to the settleability of AGS. The first experimental outcome shows that AGS

settles after less than 5min in a depth of 0.4m compared to other sludge flocs (from sequencing batch

reactor, conventional activated sludge and extended aeration) which takes more than 30min. This study also

shows that the turbulence from the mixing mechanism and shear in the reactor provides an insignificant

effect on the AGS settling velocity.

Keywords Aerobic granular sludge (AGS); blade diameter; settling velocity; shear rates; sludge flocs;

stirrer speed; vessel diameter

Introduction

The ability of an activated sludge culture to form flocculent and dense flocs, which can settle

quickly and be easily separated in the secondary settler as shown in Figure 1, determines the

efficiency of the wastewater treatment system in general. A well compacted sludge also

reduces the costs related to waste sludge dewatering and disposal. Unfortunately, the biomass

does not always have these characteristics and is not kept in the system at desirable concen-

trations. The process regularly fails due to poor solid–liquid separation, as shown in Table 1.

After the original activated sludge process was invented, various modified processes were

developed and applied to municipal and industrial wastewater treatment. Since the perform-

ance of the activated sludge processes is limited by the capacity of a clarifier for the

separation of the activated sludge from the treated effluent, the self immobilization of sludge

is an attractive option due to its prompting of solid–liquid separation in the clarifier. It has

recently been reported that the biomass in the sequencing batch reactor (SBR)

produces settling granules, which facilitates good solid–liquid separation and the

accumulation of high amounts of activated sludge (Morgenroth et al., 1997; Beun et al.,

1999; Etterer and Wilderer, 2001).

Thus, AGS technology has recently received growing attention from researchers and

technology developers worldwide. The additional advantage of growing the biomass–

sludge as granular shapes is that AGS can settle fast in the reactor because AGS is

compact and has strong structure (Etterer and Wilderer, 2001). It also has good

settleability and a high capacity for biomass retention (Morgenroth et al., 1997). Several

experimental works have been conducted in this study to observe the settling behaviours

of these AGS. The study thus has two aims: (1) to compare the settling profile of AGS
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with other sludge flocs and (2) to observe the influence of mechanical mixing and the

design of reactor to the AGS settling behaviour.

Materials and methods

Experiment 1: To compare the settling profile of AGS with other sludge flocs

A glass cylinder of 0.065m diameter and 0.4m depth was used in this experiment to deter-

mine the settling profile, as shown in Figure 2. The time of settling was recorded using

N80DigiTEC stopwatch when the AGS settlement was reached at each distance point (every

0.1m). AGS was sampled from a 3 L laboratory scale SBAR, operated as described in

De Kreuk et al. (2005). The size of the AGS was determined by sieving the granules using

sieves with mesh sizes of 0.212, 0.425 and 0.600mm. The results were then compared with

other sludge settling profiles in which the samples were: 1) SBR sludge flocs (samples taken

from an aerobic sequencing batch reactor system for palm oil mill effluent treatment), 2)

CAS sludge flocs (sample taken from an conventional activated sludge for sewage treatment)

and 3) EA sludge flocs (sample taken from an extended aeration plant for sewage treatment).

Figure 3 shows the AGS and sludge floc samples.

Experiment 2: To observe the influence of mechanical mixing and of reactor design on settleability of AGS

The shear turbulence during the reaction phase will affect the settling process (which is

the next process) of AGS (Van Loosdrecht et al., 1995, Gjatelma et al., 1997, Nor Anuar

et al., 2006). Therefore, an experiment was set-up to observe the settling behaviour of

AGS after the reaction phase (normally aeration/mixing process). By conducting this

experiment the correlation between stirrer speed (N), shear (g) and ratio of blade and

vessel diameter (D/Tv) with the settling velocity of AGS could be determined. This

experiment was conducted in a 2,000mL standard geometry vessel with 0.1m diameter.

The experiment was performed by mixing a well defined sample of approximately 20mL

of granules (size 0.2–0.4mm, 0.4–0.6mm and .0.600mm) in the described vessel at

one of the stirrer speeds for 5min. The time taken by granules to settle was immediately

recorded when the mixing process was stopped. The diameter of the stirrer used

was 0.05m. The range of shear rates (with identified speeds) applied are summarised in

Table 2, and calculated with the following Equation (Van ’t Riet and Tramper, 1991):

g ¼
4pNT2

v

T2
v 2 D2

ð1Þ

where g ¼ shear rates (s21); N ¼ stirrer speeds (s21); Tv ¼ vessel diameter (m); and

D ¼ blade diameter (m).

Figure 4 illustrates the sequence of the experiment procedures. For the experiment to

determine the correlation of the D/Tv ratio and AGS settling velocity, a variation of vessel

sizes was used, as shown in Table 3.

Figure 1 Phase-contrast photomicrographs of activated sludge flocs: (a) well settling sludge and

(b) filamentous bulking sludge. The length of the bars corresponds to 1mm
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Table 1 Problems associated with biomass separation in activated sludge systems (adapted from Jenkins et al., 1992)

Problem identification Cause Effect

Filamentous bulking Filamentous bacteria extend from flocs into the bulk liquid, or allow
development of open diffuse locs, and interfere with compaction
and settling

High SVI and overflow of sludge blanket can occur.
Solids handling units can become hydraulically overloaded

Slime or non-filamentous bulking Large production of exopolysaccharide by microorganisms.
In severe cases the slime imparts a jelly-like consistency
to the activated sludge

Poor solids settleability and compaction. Sludge blanket can be
partially lost with the effluent. A viscous foaming can also be present

Foaming or scumming Probably caused by nondegradable surfactants and by
hydrophobic bacteria like Mycolata or Nocardioforms,
Microthrix parvicella and Eikelboom Types 0092, 0803
or 0041/0675

Foams float large amounts of biomass to surface of treatment units.
The biomass can be carried out with the effluent

Dispersed growth Microorganisms do not form flocs, but are dispersed, forming only
small clumps of single cells

Effluent is turbid and solids do not settle

Pinpoint floc Many small weak flocs which are easily broken up and settle
very slowly

Low SVI and turbid effluent

Blanket rising Denitrification occurs in the secondary clarifier. The nitrogen
gas released gives buoyancy to the activated sludge flocs
which can float to the surface of the settler

Clumps of activated sludge floating on the surface of the secondary clarifier
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Results and discussion

Settling profile of AGS compared to the others sludge flocs

In wastewater treatment, biomass and treated effluent need to be separated before effluent

can be discharged to the surface water. This is conducted in a secondary clarifier, settling

tank or thickener that produces clarified final effluent and a thickened flow of sludge that

is returned to the activated sludge tank. If the settling tank fails, for example due to

sludge bulking, an excessive loss of sludge deteriorates the effluent quality and could

lead to uncontrolled low sludge ages and a reduction of efficiency in the aeration tanks

(Mulder et al., 2001). Due to the lack of shear stress in the clarifier with no mixing, the

suspended biomass usually aggregates to form sludge flocs. These sludge flocs settle

Table 2 Shear rates applied in experiment

N (rpm) g (s21)

20 5.59
40 11.17
60 16.76
80 22.34
100 27.93
120 33.51
140 39.10
160 44.68
180 50.27
200 55.85

Figure 2 Experimental set-up to determine the settling profile

Figure 3 Phase-contrast photomicrographs of a sample of (a) AGS, (b) SBR sludge flocs, (c) CAS sludge

flocs and (d) EA sludge flocs. The length of the bars corresponds to 1mm
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relatively slowly (velocities ,1m/h), which leads to lengthy hydraulic times (HRT) in

the settling tanks before clear effluent can be released (De Kreuk, 2006). Meanwhile,

from an operational point of view, the settling period in a wastewater treatment final

clarifier is a standstill period. It is therefore desirable to keep this period as short as

possible. A shorter settling period means that the hydraulic retention time (HRT) of the

wastewater in the system is shorter. In other words, less reactor volume is needed to treat

the same volume of wastewater per unit of time.

Figure 5 shows the settling time profile of AGS compared with other sludge flocs.

The result obviously shows that the AGS takes a short time to settle (less than 5min) in

a depth of 0.4m while sludge flocs from SBR, CAS and EA take more than 30min.

Figure 3 also shows the settling time profile of each different size of AGS. The settling

velocity of AGS calculated was 34m/h21 (size .0.6mm), 21m/h21 (size 0.4–0.6mm)

and 12m/h21 (size 0.2–0.4mm) while sludge flocs settle relatively slowly

(velocities < 1.0m/h21). The outcome of this laboratory study strengthen the observation

made by previous studies that AGS has good settleability and a high capacity for biomass

retention (Morgenroth et al., 1997). Thus, it may suggest that AGS can be established

and profitably used in activated sludge plants, provided sufficient design specifications

and process conditions are applied.

Influence of mechanical mixing and design of reactor on the settling behaviour of AGS

Sufficient shear stress is needed for the formation of stable and dense granular sludge

(Liu and Tay, 2002). However, shear stress in the reactor (created by mechanical mixing

or design of the airlift) may also influence the settling process when the mixing is suddenly

terminated (Nor Anuar et al., 2006). This study was designed to observe the influence of

mechanical mixing and the design of reactor on the settleability of AGS.

Variations of AGS settling velocity with stirrer speed (N) and shear rates (g) are

illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. The AGS settling velocity decreased from 12.3 to 8.0m/h21

(size .0.6mm), 12.5 to 6.7m/h21 (for size 0.4–0.6mm) and 12.5 to 6.4m/h21 (size

0.2–0.4mm) when shear rates increased from 5.6 (at minimum N: 20 rpm) to 55.9 s21

Table 3 Size of vessel and blade diameter used in experiment

D (m) Tv (m) D/Tv

0.05 0.065 0.8
0.05 0.085 0.6
0.05 0.100 0.5
0.05 0.125 0.4

Figure 4 The experiment to observe the settling behaviour of AGS. (a) Before experiment start, 20mL of

granules was poured into the vessel, (b) mixing for 5min, (c) mixing stop, granules will settle and time was

immediately recorded
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(at maximum N: 200 rpm). This study shows that the turbulence from the mixing

mechanism and the shear in the reactor provides an insignificant effect on the AGS settling

velocity. An increase in stirrer speed resulted in an increase in shear rates, and this resulted

in an insignificant decrease in AGS settling velocity because of the turbulence.

The statistical correlation of data presented in Figures 6 and 7 is summarised in Table 4.

Based on the correlation coefficient (r) value, the results indicate that the settling velocity of

AGS has good statistically negative correlation with the stirrer speeds and shear rates. Also,

Figure 5 Settling time profile of AGS and sludge flocs (sequencing batch reactor, conventional activated

sludge and extended aeration)

Figure 6 Variation of AGS settling velocity with the stirrer speed. Quadratic functions are calibrated to the

data
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the results show that the stirrer speeds and shears have a highly significant effect on the AGS

settling velocity since the significance level p-value was # 0.001.

Meanwhile, variations of AGS settling velocity with the D/Tv ratio are illustrated

in Figure 8. Overall results show that the AGS settling velocity increases with the

increase of the D/Tv ratio. With the minimum stirrer speed (N ¼ 20 rpm), the AGS

settling velocity increased from 8.6 to 10.2m/h21 with the D/Tv ratio of 0.4 to 0.8.

The same trend also depicted for N ¼ 100 and 200 rpm, where the AGS settling

velocity increased from 6.9 to 9.0m/h21 (N ¼ 100 rpm) and from 6.8 to 8.4m/h21

(N ¼ 200 rpm). The data presented in Figure 8 correlate with a linear equation in the

following form:

SV ¼ 4:2 ðD=TvÞ þ 6:9 where N ¼ 20 rpm ð2Þ

SV ¼ 5:5 ðD=TvÞ þ 4:8 where N ¼ 100 rpm ð3Þ

SV ¼ 4:2 ðD=TvÞ þ 5:1 where N ¼ 200 rpm ð4Þ

Table 4 Statistical results of correlation between stirrer speed and shear rates with the settling velocity of

AGS

AGS Correlation of AGS settling velocity with the stirrer speeds and

shear rates

r valuea p-valueb

0.2–0.4mm 20.9702 0.000008
0.4–0.6mm 0.9728 0.000002
.0.6mm 0.9629 0.000003
a

þ 1.00: perfect positive correlation; 21.00: perfect negative correlation
b

p # 0.5:less significant; p # 0.05: significant; p # 0.005 or 0.001: highly significant

Figure 7 Variation of AGS settling velocity with shear rate. Quadratic functions are calibrated to the data
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In this case, the higher D/Tv value means a larger diameter of vessel was used with the

same size blade diameter. From Equation 1 it can be deduced that the higher Tv value

resulted in lower shear rates at constant stirrer speed. This is the reason why AGS settling

velocity increases with an increase of the D/Tv ratio. Lower shear rates means less turbu-

lence, thus AGS can smoothly settle. In addition, the trend of AGS settling velocity also

shows that the results are in agreement with the observations in previous experiments in

which increases in stirrer speed resulted in insignificant decreases in AGS settling velocity.

Conclusions

The study shows that AGS has good settleability compared with other sludge flocs. These

AGSs settle relatively fast (velocities .12m/h21 for size .0.2mm), which leads to

short hydraulic retention times (HRT). This study also shows that the turbulence from the

mixing mechanism and the shear in the reactor provides an insignificant effect on the

AGS settling velocity. Increases in stirrer speed resulted in increases in shear rates and

thus resulted in insignificant decreases in AGS settling velocity because of the turbulence.

Meanwhile, AGS settling velocity is also increases with the increase of the D/Tv ratio. By

then, the knowledge about this correlation may be essential in order to be able to design

a robust system. In addition, the AGS technology will also have a favourable economic

impact, since the clarifier and settler volumes can be significantly decreased. At the same

time the cost for the AGS is favourable.
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Figure 8 Variation of AGS settling velocity with the D/Tv ratio
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